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TOWARDS AUTOMATIC GRID GENERATION
USING BINARY SPACE PARTITION TREES·







The problem of discretizing three-dimensional solid objects is considered. The
objects may be presented in standard boundary representation. We discuss constructing
from this representation a binary space partition tree, a data structure especially well-
suited to the geometric processing needed for grid generation. We also give algorithms
for generating fixed-mesh grids and variable-mesh grids adaptively. The method has
been implemented on top of a solid modeling system.
*' This work has been supported in pan by NSF grant CCR·86-19817.
1 Introduction
Solid modeling techniques are applied in mechanical simulation system for representing objects and
detecting collisions in dynamic simulation systems [2, 9, 10,26), and they are also applied in systems
for solving partial differential equations (PDE) to represent and discretize 3D domains [19J. In such
applications there is no single "best" representation schema for solids. Therefore, solids arc modeled
in a muWplicity of ways, including boundary representations, constructive solid geometry [18), and
volume-based representations such as octrees [22] and binary space partition trees(BSP) [6]. Once
a solid has been constructed, a basic operation is to determine the relative position of a point or
a line-segment in relation to the solid. This is known as the point/solid or line/solid classification
problem, and determines whether the entity to be classified is outside, inside, or on the boundary
of the solid. Since a line may be partially inside and outside, the operation should also determine
a segmentation of the line such that each segment is entirely either inside, or outside, or on the
solid's boundary.
This problems is similar to the point location problem in computational geometry [13, 17], and
to the clipping problem in computer graphics [23]. The line/polygon problem has been investigated
for the case of constructive solid geometry; e.g., [25, 27]. A solution for octrees appears in Samet's
books [21, 22]. Naylor solves the point/solid classification using binary space partition trees in [24].
The point/solid and the line/solid classification methods have uses in solving a wide range of
diverse problems. One such problem is the construction of a grid that discretizes a given three-
dimensional domain. That is, given a grid and a domain, the problem calls for the classification
of each grid point with respect to the domain, and for the location of all intersections between the
domain boundary and the grid lines.
This paper presents basic techniques for performing point and line segment classification in
solids using binary space partition (BSP) trees. In Section 2 BSP trees are reviewed, and the data
structures used to implement them is defined. Section 3 reviews various boundary representation,
and their conversion to the BSP tree structure. In Section 4 the point/solid classification algorithm
is given and its efficiency is considered. A new line/solid classification algorithm is presented in
Section 5. In the remaining sections we solve the fixed grid generation problem using point and
line classification with BSP trees, and we discuss our experience with an implementation.
2 Binary Space Partition Trees
A binary space partition tree is a binary tree data structure that represents the volume occupied by
a solid. The solids considered have a distinct interior and exterior and have a boundary consisting
of planar faces. The interior nodes of the BSP tree correspond to oriented hyperplanes; that is, to
lines in 20, and to planes in 3D. The two subtrees of an interior node correspond to the regions
above and below the hyperplane. Leaf nodes correspond to regions that are either inside or outside
the solid.
A two-dimensional solid consisting of six edges, and its BSP tree is shown graphically in Fig-
ure 1. The space containing the solid is partitioned by six splitting lines labeled a through f into
eight regions labeled 1 through 8. Regions 5 and 6 are represented by leaf nodes labeled INSIDE,
and the remaining six regions by leaf nodes labeled OUTSIDE. A left branches of an interior
node accesses a subtree that represents regions above the hyperplane labeling the node. Similarly,
the right subtree represents regions that are below the hyperlplane. We use the tree of Figure 1
throughout. this paper.
An oriented hyperplane labeling an interior node is given by the equation H = Ax+By+Cz+D.
A point p is considered above the plane H if H(p) > E, on the plane if )H(p)1 S; E and below the
plane if H(p) < E, for some small E > O.
BSP trees were first used by Fuchs, ICedem and Naylor to solve the hidden surface(line) prob-
lem [6]. More important for our problem, BSP trees are efficient data structures for the point or
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Figure 1: A 2D example of a solid and its BSP tree. Regions 5 and 6 are inside.
3 BRep to BSP Tree
We summarize the construction of a Binary Space Partition tree from a boundary representation.
First we review boundary representation (BRep) data structures. Then we describe an algorithm
for converting a BRep to a nsp Tree.
Solids with a manifold boundary can be represented by the winged-edge data structure de-
veloped by Baumgart [3]. The winged-edge data struct.ure was extended by Braid to include
multi-connected faces, by introducing the topological entity loop. In Braid's data structure, each
face consists of one or more loops of edges, one for the outer edge loop, and one for each hole
in the face [4]. Yamaguchi and Tokieda, taking a different approach, allow multi-connected faces
by introducing of bridge edges [32]. Many variations on these data structures have been used
since, including as Miintylii's half-edge data structure [14], Guihas and Stolfi's quad-edge repre-
sentation [7], and Hanrahan's face-edge representation [8]. Non-manifold representations, such as
Weiler's radial-edge data structure, Karasick's star-edge data structure, and Vanecek's fedge-based
data structure, have been introduced in (31, 11, 30].
Any of these boundary data structures can be converted to a BSP tree by a recursive function
(omputeBSP. We are given a set F of faces bounding the solid. F is processed recursively as
follows:
1. If F is a singleton then create an interior node with two leaf nodes as descendants. The left
leaf is labeled INSIDE and the right leaf is labeled OUTSIDE. Skip all remaining steps.
2. IfF is not a singleton, select a face f in F, and create an internal tree node r with descendants
Ta and n. r is labeled with the hyperplane H in which flies.
3. Delete from F the face f and all other faces coplanar to f.
4. Split the remaining faces in F into two sets Fa and Fb as follows:
(a) Fa contains all faces of F that are above H.
(b) Fb contains all faces of F that are below H.
(c) The remaining faces are partitioned by their intersection with H. Each resulting face
is added to Fa or Fb according to whether it is above or below Fl.
5. Recursively process the face sets FIl and Fb resulting in the subtrees Til and Tb, rcspectively.
COMPUTEBSP depends on the ability to split a face by a plane into subfaces that do not cross
the plane. Figure 2 shows graphically an example of splitting a face. In the examplc, a single face
splits into five faces, three above, and two below the splitting plane. This fundamental operation is
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Figure 2: A single face shown before and after it is split by Function SPLITFACE into five faces.
The face has three holes connected by bridge edges.
used by most solid modelers to perform set operations, and can be found described in (3D, Section
5.4], (12], and elsewhere. The implementation varies only according to the particular data structure
used. As an example, the data structure of the face shown in Figure 2 uses bridge edges which
simplify the face splitting operation (refer to Section 6.3).
The shape of the resulting nsp tree depends on the order of choosing the faces. Although
some have smaller height than others and therefore are more desirable, all possible trees represent
the same volume of space occupied by the solid. More details on the construction can be obtained
from Thibault and Naylor's work in [24, Page 155], or the original work by Fuchs in [6J.
For a long time, the tightest upper-bound on the tree size has been O(nd ) for n faces in a
d-dimensional space. Recently, Paterson and Yao have shown that trees of size O(nlogn) for n
edges in 2D and O(n) when the edges are orthogonal can be constructed [16]. In 3D, they have
shown that trees of size O(n2 ) for n faces can be constructed, and prove a lower bound ofO(n1.5).
This result is based on the assumption that each hyperplane contains at least one face of the solid
(what Paterson and Yao call an autopartition). They suggest that if this restriction is relaxed
and hyperplanes are selected that do not contain any faces, the tree depth can be reduced. As an
example where this is necessary, consider a convex solid with n faces. All autopartitions will result
in a degenerate tree of depth n. In [3D, Section 4.6.2], Vanecek proposes a hybrid decomposition
technique which simply uses a regular decomposition method for the first few cuts depending on
the number of given faces. That is, instead of choosing the first splitting plane to contain one
of the faces of the solid, it cuts the solid in half by a plane orthogonal to one of the principal
axes. As an example, the BSP tree of a spherical polyhedron with 144 faces can be reduced from
a degenerate tree of depth 144 to a tree with depth 19 and average depth 11.
4 Point/Solid Classification
A point/solid classifier is a function that determines whether a point is inside, outside or on the
boundary ofa solid. Given a BSP tree representing the solid 5, the function proceeds by "passing"
the point starting from the root down to a leaf of the tree. The specific leaf node reached indicates
whether the point is inside or outside the solid. If the point lies on the splitting plane of one
of the interior nodes, the classification depends on a classification determined by evaluating both
subtrees. Here the results could be one of INSIDE, OUTSIDE, or ON the boundary of the solid.
Consider the situation in which the point lies on the hyperplane of an interior node I'. Here
the point is passed into both subtrees, and is ultimately classified at several leaves below r. These
c1assificatioIls are percolated up to r and combined. The two classifications reaching r from the
left and the right subtree are combined as indicated in Table 1. For details sec [24, page 154].









Table 1: Result of a point/solid classification when the point lands on a splitting plane. See
Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Example points lying on splitting lines. Refer to Table 1.
The average cost of the point/solid classification is linear in the height of the tree. The analysis
depends on an argument counting the number of splitting planes that contain any given point [15].
In the worst case, the height of the tree is proportional to the number of faces. This occurs for
convex bodies. In such situations, the efficiency can be improved by considering also splitting
planes that do not contain faces [16, 30J.
5 Line/Solid Classification
The line/solid classifier is a function that takes a line segment and returns what portions of the
line segment are outside, on, and inside the solid. The function again uses the ESP tree of a solid
and is an extension of the point/solid classification function described above. The line segment
is filtered through the BSP tree. At each internal node the line segment is checked against the
splitting plane. The segment is split, if it crosses the plane. The segments above and below the
splitting plane are considered recursively, and their corresponding classifications are combined and
returned.
The recursive procedure LSEGBSPCLASS for doing this follows. It accepts the two endpoints
of a line segment in a list, and a BSP tree T, and returns the same list with additional poinl.s
inserted along with the segment classifications lN, OUT or ON. The segment is represented as a
singly-linked list of nodes. Each node n has three fields, POINT(n), CLASs(n), and NExT(n). The
class fietd, initially set to UNKNOWN, can be one of {UNKNOWN, IN, OUT, ON}.
recursive procedure LSegBSPClass(L : list; T : BSPTtee)
begin
if T = INSIDE or T = OUTSIDE then


















c +- PoPIClassify(Point(L), BSPPlane(T))
c' +- PoPIClassify(Point(Next(L», BSPPlane(T»)
case LSegPIClass(c, el } do
ABOVE, LS,gBSPCI",,(L, BSPAbove(T));
BELOW: LSegBSPClass(L, BSPBelow(T));
CROSS: p +- CrossPoint(Point(L),Foint(Next(L»),BSPPlane(T»)
Next(L) <- NewNode(p, Next(L))
LSegBSPClass((if c = ABOVE then Leise Next(L») I BSPAbove(T))
LSegBSPClass«if c = BELOW then L else Next(L») I BSPBelow(T»);
ON £I <-Next(L)
LSegBSPClass(L, BSPABove(T))
while L *L' do begin
N ~ Noxt(L)





end /* LSegBSPClass */
When LSEGBSPCLASS reaches a leaf node, the classification of the line segment is changed
according to the value of Function LEAFCLASS given by Table 2.
When LSEGBSPCLASS is given an internal node of a tree, it determines the relationship of the
line segment with respect to the splitting line and performs one of four possible cases. The case
is determined by Function LSEGPLCLASS given by Table 3. The line segment can be ABOVE,
BELOW, CROSS, or ON the splitting plane. For the two cases of the line segment lying entirely
above or below the splitting plane, LSEGBSPCLAss simply passes the segment down into the
appropriate subtree.
When the line segment crosses the splitting plane, the intersection point is computed by CROSS-
POINT and inserted into the list between the two endpoints of the line segment. The new segments
are then passes down the appropriate subtrees, and their results are combined.





























Figure 4: Example of classifying the line segment [a, g].
classification depends on both subtrees and that the new segments resulting from classifying the
segment in the left subtree need not be the same as the segments resulting from the right subtree.
The solution to this case lies in first obtaining the INSIDE/OUTSIDE segments from the left
subtree, and then classifying each one individually in the right subtree (refer to Table 2).
Figure 4 show graphically an example of a line segment [a, g] that is partitioned into 51."{ seg-
ments. LSEGBSPCLASS is given the list
[(a, UNKNOWN),(g, UNKNOWN)],
and returns the list with five additional points, namely,
[(a, OUT), (b,OUT), (0, IN), (d,ON), (,.OUT).(f,OUT), (g, UNKNOWN)].
This example illustrates that the BSP tree partitions the line segment into more than the minimum
number of segments required. After classification, adjacent segments with identical classification
need to be merged. Merging the above list would produce
[(a, OUT). (0, IN), (d, ON).(" OUT). (g. UNKNOWN)].
The cost of the classification is proportional to the number of regions that the line segment
intersects with, and the cost of merging the list is linear in the length of the list.
6 Grid Generation
We now consider the problem of constructing a grid discretizing a given three-dimensional domain.
This is the task of the domain proce.ssor [20] in ELLPACK, a system for solving elliptical partial
differential equations [20].
Each grid point must be classified with respect to the domain. Moreover, all intersections
between the domain boundary and the grid lines need to be determined. Finally, the grid may
have to satisfy additional constraints. For example, we may wish to refine the grid so that each
domain vertex is on a grid line. For simplicity, we assume here that all grid lines are parallel to
the principal axes. Note that this is not an essential assumption.
Consider a three-dimensional grid G, not necessarily uniform, occupying a box with extreme
points Pmin = (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin) and Pm;,.x = (xmo.x,Ymax,Zmo.,,). Each grid point can be indexed
as (i,j,k), where 0 ::S i < 0"" 0:'5 j < n y and 0:'5 k < 0" corresponding to the coordinates
(Xi, Yj, z.;). We find all intersections of the grid lines with the domain boundary. Such intersections
are boundar1] points. Moreover, we determine for each grid point that is not a boundary point
whether it is
• inside the solid but not adjacent to a boundary point,
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• inside the solid and adjacent to a boundary point,
• outside the solid but not adjacent to a boundary point,
• outside the solid and adjacent to a boundary point.
We could construct a ESP tree for s, choose a grid G, and classify all of its n",nyn.,. grid points
using the point/solid classification function described before. However, this does not determine
the boundary points. Instead, we classify the grid lines with the line/solid classification function,
and so determine all boundary points. The interior grid points are then readily obtained from the
line segmentation. This approach has the advantage that the local boundary topology between
adjacent grid points can be analyzed. For example, if the boundary crosses between adjacent grid
points more than once, a situation that may be undesirable, then additional grid lines could be
inserted.
6.1 Fixed Grid Generation
Given the specification of a grid, the X grid lines are the grid lines parallel to the x a."(is through
grid point. Similarly, the Y grid lines and the Z grid lines are parallel to the y and z axis,
respectively. We are given a solid s, in BRep. We are also given a grid specification by the extreme
points Pmin = (Xmin,Ymin, Zmin) and PmB.X = (xmax , Yme.lC' Zmo.lC) , and the index bounds n"" ny, n.,..
We obtain the set B of boundary points, and the set P of grid points that are inside or on the
boundary of s. Fixed grid generation proceeds as follows:
1. From s construct the BSP tree T.
2. Generate and classify in T the Z grid line segments
{ ((Xi, Yj, Zmin), (Xi, Yj, Zm",,)) },
where 0 S i < nr, and 0 S j < n g . Replace each segment in Z with its partition. Note
that all partition segments classified as OUTSIDE can be discarded. Moreover, process the
X and Y sets the same way.
3. Construct the boundary point set B from the endpoints of the line segments in the X, Y
and the Z sets:
B= (p,q I (p,q)EXUYUZj.
Note that all duplicates are eliminated.
4. Construct the grid point set P from the set X, or Y, or Z, choosing the set with the smallest
cardinality: from each line segment in the set, obtain all the points that are also grid points,
and add them to P.
Note that the lines of all three sets, X, Y, and Z, must be classified with respect to s in order
that no boundary point is missed. For finding all grid points, however, only one of the sets is
needed.
The cost of classifying the grid lines is o(nrlly + nyll.,. +nzn",)L(m)), where L(m) is the cost
of the line/solid classification in a ESP tree with m nodes. The cost of obtaining the boundary
points is O(llogl), with 1 line segments, resulting in at most 21 boundary points. The logf factor
is the cost of eliminating duplicates from B. The grid points are obtained from one of the three
grid line sets X, Y or Z and the cost of obtaining them is linear in the number of grid points in
or on the boundary of the solid.
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Figure 5: Placing a boundary point q on a grid point by introducing a plane H 3 .
6.2 Adaptive Grid Generation
The conceptual simplicity of fixed grid generation suggests to explore adaptive versions of the
algorithm that discretize the domain satisfying additional requirements. Among the possible con-
straints, we consider the following:
1. The spacing of the grid is such that the boundary of the domain does not intersect the edge
of a grid element more than once.
2. The domain's boundary is fairly smooth in each grid element.
3. Domain vertices lie on grid lines.
These conditions are analogous to the constraints imposed in the 2D version of the problem in [20,
page 229]. Note, however, that condition 3 can and should be relaxed for polyhedral models tnat
approximate curved solids, for in such approximations many facets are generated and with it many
vertices, so that condition 3 might generate a mesh that is too dense. We will comment on a
relaxation of condition 3 later.
An automatic grid generation proceeds by creating an initial grid that contains grid lines passing
in at least one principal direction through every vertex of the solid. To find these lines, construct
planes parallel to the coordinate axes containing the vertices of 5. Each vertex must lie in at least
two perpendicular planes, whose directions could be chosen at random, say. Alternatively, all three
planes may be chosen thereby placing each vertex at the corner of a grid clement. This initial grid
is then iteratively refined with planes denning additional grid lines as necessary.
More precisely, let q be a boundary point on grid line l at which the domain boundary intersects
a grid line a second time. Note that 1 is defined by two perpendicular planes H l and Hz. We
pass through q a plane H 3 perpendicular to l, thereby refining the grid and eliminating the excess
boundary point in the adjacent regions. In particular, the intersections of H 3 with HI and Hz
define two new grid lines through q, as shown in Figure 6.2. Although this refinement of the grid
eliminates multiple boundary points between two adjacent grid points under consideration, it has
the same problem as the extended quadtree [1] construction and poly tree [5] construction. For
many solids, the regular decomposition approach (i.e., orthogonal cuts) cannot yield a finite grid
satisfying certain criteria. For instance, criteria requiring that grid regions intersect with only
a single face, an edge (i.e., two faces), or a vertex cannot always be satisfied. The usual means
of dealing with the existence of regions that do not satisfy the criteria is to impose a minimum
size requirement on a region, and defer its processing until needed. In our problem, the effect of
resolving multiple boundary points between grid points by placing one of the boundary points on
a grid plane is that it introduces new boundary points that may have to be moved to grid points
in turn, and this cannot always be done. The only viable solution to this problem is to generalize
the orthogonal grid and allow local non-orthogonal meshes.
We suggested that for polyhedral models that approximate curved solids not all vertices need
lie on a grid line. Certain vertices in the BRep are the result of approximating a nonlinear surface,





Figure 6: A vertex on one surface (a), and on two surfaces (b).
1. Consider the construction of a domain from known curved-surface primitives, using for ex-
ample, regular Boolean operations [28]. The curved boundaries are polygonized, and the
planar facets can be annotated with the information about the surface they approximate.
A vertex in the BRep that is incident only to faces approximating the same surface, or the
intersection of two surfaces, is present as a consequence of curved-surface faceting, and such
vertices need not be placed on a grid line.
2. If no additional information about the faces is available, then the local topological and
geometric information of the vertex can be used to infer if the vertex should be placed on a
grid line or be considered presen~ because offace~ing. Given ~ha~ a ver~ex has n 2: 3 adjacen~
faces (and edges), and ~he edge sectors have angles OJ, ~wo cases are recognized:
(a) All inciden~ edges have faces that are close to being coplanar. That is, O. ~ 1800 , for
all i.
(b) All but two incident edges sa~isfy Oi ~ 1800 •
The two cases are illustrated by Figure 6.
The algori~hm for the adaptive grid genera~ion is now as follows:
1. From s cons~ruct the BSP tree T.
2. Let G", Gy and G z be the grid-plane sets containing the grid planes III the x, y and z
directions, respectively, initially empty.
3. For each vertex that is incident to three or more surfaces in the BRep of s, a plane passing
through each of the three coordinates is inserted into the corresponding grid-plane lis~, unless
already present.
4. For each Xi E G" and each Yj E G y , generate and classify in T the grid line segment
Scan over the classified line segment and for each adjacent pair of grid points with ZHl -ZJ: >
5 that contains three or more boundary points, insert a new grid plane into Gz at every
alternate boundary point. Here, 0 is the minimum grid point separation.
5. Perform the analogous operations for the (Gy , Gz) and the (G:, G,,) pairing.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for aU newly inserted grid planes. When no new grid planes have been
inserted, stop.
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Figure 7: An example of checking a grid line by the adaptive algorithm. Classifying the grid line





















Table 4: ESP tree statistics for the three examples of Section 6.
The cost of the adaptive grid generation algorithm is O(n:;nyn~L(m)), where n:;, ny, and n~
are the total number of grid planes generated. In most instances, one or two repeats of sweeping
the x, y and z planes should be sufficient. The repetitions terminate when either all grid edges of
length more than 6 contain at most one boundary point, or some maximum limit of repetitions is
reached. The complexity can be reduced by maintaining a set of grid elements (i.e., regions) with
complex interiors and only processing those regions in the next pass. This suggests, once again,
the creation of a local mesh that could be adapted recursively.
6.3 Experiments
The BSP tree algorithm and the grid generation methods presented in this paper have been imple-
mented on a Symbolics 3620, on top of the solid modeler ProtoSolid [29]. When required, the data
structure used by ProtoSolid for representing the boundary of a solid is converted to a BSP tree
by the Function COMPUTE:BSP of Section 3. Fixed grids are then generated as described before.
To illustrate the method, three examples are presented.
Example 1 A unit cube is rotated 45° around the z axis.
Example 2 A luggage handle is created that contains two holes, and two notches on the bottom
(see Figure 8). The handle was constructed from a torus, three cylinders and a block with
Boolean set operations. The boundary of the handle contains 209 faces, 357 edges and 146
vertices. A fixed grid of size (10,10,20) is shown in Figure 9.
Example 3 A torus is positioned on the x - y plane and rotated 45° around the x axis, and
_45° around the z axis, as shown in Figure 10. This example illustrates a solid with a large
number of faces. The object's boundary contains 1024 faces, 2048 edge and 1024 vertices. II
took 156 seconds to create the BRep alone. The BSP tree has 3490 nodes consisting of 924
INSIDE, and 2333 OUTSIDE nodes. A fixed grid of size (20,20,20) is shown in Figure 11.
10
Figure 8: The handle of example 2.
Figure 9: A (10,10,20) grid of example 2.
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Grid Size (n", ny, n=)
Number of In/On/Out Lines
Number of In/On/Out Points
(5,5,5 10,10,20 \20,20,20)
32 26 87 472/43/834 493/0/1655









Table 5: Fixed grid generation summary for the three examples.
Table 4 presents the size of the BReps and nsp trees of the three examples. For the BReps,
the number of faces, edges and vertices are given. For the BSP trees, the total number of nodes
in the trees are listed, along with the maximum tree depth, the average tree depth and the time it
took to create the BSP trees.
In Table 5 a single fixed grid is generated for each example, and the inside/outside points and
line segments are counted. The times it took to perform point/solid classification of the grid points,





Figure 11: A (20,20,20) grid of example 3.
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